Reflection of X-ray emission on molecular clouds in the inner ∼ 100 pc of our Galaxy reveals that, despite being extremely quiet at the moment, our supermassive black hole Sgr A* should have experienced bright flares of X-ray emission in the recent past. Thanks to the improving characterisation of the reflection signal, we are able to infer parameters of the most recent flare(s) (age, duration and luminosity) and relative line-of-sight disposition of the brightest individual molecular complexes. We show that combining these data with measurements of polarisation in the reflected X-ray continuum will not only justify Sgr A* as the primary source but also allow deriving intrinsic polarisation properties of the flare emission. This will help to identify radiation mechanisms and underlying astrophysical phenomena behind them. For the currently brightest reflecting molecular complex, Sgr A, the required level of sensitivity might be already accessible with upcoming X-ray polarimeters.
INTRODUCTION
Due to very low accretion rate (estimated at level 10 −8 of the critical value), the observed emission from our Galaxy's central supermassive black hole (SMBH) Sgr A* is both very dim and highly variable (Baganoff, et al. 2001; Genzel, et al. 2003; Boyce, et al. 2019, and references therein) . In particular, it features remarkable high-amplitude flares (a factor of ∼ few hundred relative to the quiescent level) lasting for a few hours (e.g. Haggard, et al. 2019) . Extensive IR and X-ray monitoring of these flares allowed one to probe their spectral and temporal characteristics (Eckart, et al. 2004; Dodds-Eden, et al. 2009; and to reveal high degree of polarisation of the observed emission at the NIR wavelengths (Eckart, et al. 2006; Shahzamanian, et al. 2015) . These findings favour synchrotron origin of the emission, in accordance with the predictions of the models associated with instabilities in an Advection-Dominated Accretion Flow (ADAF) as a triggering phenomenon behind them (e.g. Dodds-Eden, et al. 2010) .
Episodes of much more dramatic brightening should have been experienced by Sgr A* in the recent past, namely some ∼ 100 years ago, as is clearly evidenced by the Xray "echoes" of this activity propagating across the Central Molecular Zone (CMZ, Sunyaev et al. 1993; Koyama et al. 1996; Ponti et al. 2013 , for a review). Key parameters (age, duration, spectral hardness and overall released energy) of the most recent flare(s) have been well constrained through sensitive observations of several molecular complexes, which happened to be bright in the reflected X-ray emission (Revnivtsev et al. 2004; Muno, et al. 2007; Inui, et al. 2009; Ponti et al. 2010; Capelli, et al. 2012; Clavel et al. 2013; Ryu, et al. 2013; Zhang, et al. 2015; Krivonos, et al. 2017; Chuard, et al. 2018; Terrier, et al. 2018) . Namely, we know that one of the recent flares occurred ∼ 120 yrs ago, lasted for 1.5 yrs with the total emitted power ∼ 10 47 erg and hard X-ray spectrum (Churazov et al. 2017a) .
The inferred shortness of this flare implies that only a very thin ( 0.5 pc) shell of the dense gas confined by two parabolic surfaces is observed in X-ray reflection at any given moment 1 , and one might readily simulate the expected evolution of the reflected signal over the light-crossing-time of the CMZ, given a certain model of dense gas distribution across it (Churazov et al. 2017b) . In particular, one can make a prediction regarding the expected degree of polar-isation in the reflected X-ray continuum, which is, in the simplest scenario, determined merely by the cosine of the scattering angle (Churazov et al. 2002 (Churazov et al. , 2017b Marin, et al. 2014 Marin, et al. , 2015 . Observations with the forthcoming imaging Xray polarimeters (e.g. IXPE, Weisskopf, et al. 2016 ) will allow checking these predictions and test the whole paradigm in an independent and complementary way (Churazov et al. 2017c; Soffitta, et al. 2019 ).
Here we consider an extension of the basic paradigm allowing for possible intrinsic polarisation of the original flare's emission. Churazov et al. (2002) considered illumination of a single cloud by linearly-polarised primary X-ray emission and presented explicit expressions for the polarisation degree of the scattered emission as a function of the cloud's relative position (see also Gilfanov, Sunyaev & Churazov 1987 , where scattering of anisotropic and polarised timevariable radiation has been modelled). We extend that analysis by considering the full polarisation pattern of the scattered emission, i.e. the maps of the polarisation degree and polarisation plane orientation for various configurations of the primary source polarisation. We show how the presence of the linearly-polarised component in the primary emission modifies morphological properties of the observed polarisation field and discuss diagnostic possibilities arising from this. These diagnostics could be already applied to the data of the upcoming X-ray polarimeter missions.
POLARISATION OF THE X-RAY ECHO
Let us consider a small cloud of the dense gas that is reflecting X-ray emission from Sgr A*'s flare that occurred t age ∼ 100 yrs ago. Except for the photoionisation followed by fluorescent line emission (most importantly the fluorescent line of the neutral iron at 6.4 keV), the key process is Compton scattering, which, in majority of the relevant cases, might be treated in the optically thin limit (e.g. Churazov et al. 2017c ). The polarisation of the reflected X-ray continuum is fully determined by the geometry of the scattering, set by the relative disposition of the cloud and the primary source.
We use the coordinate system such that the primary source is located in the origin, the z-axis is pointing from the observer towards it, and the reflecting cloud resides in the xz-plane (see Fig.1 ). This plane is referred to as the scattering plane in what follows, and the y-axis represents then the direction normal to it.
The line-of-sight and picture plane coordinates of the reflecting gas are connected by the relation
which can be formulated in the dimensionless (and timeindependent) form after dividing by the characteristic length scale R 0 = ct age ≈ 31pc (t age /100 yr), so that (x, y, z) = (X, Y, Z)/ct age :
The distance from the primary source to the cloud equals Figure 1 . A sketch illustrating polarisation of the X-ray emission arising due to scattering of an intrinsically unpolarised (blue) and linearly-polarised (red) radiation. The coordinate system is chosen so that the primary source, Sgr A*, is located in the origin, z-axis points from the observer towards it, and the xz-plane contains the reflecting cloud (grey circle). The line-of-sight and picture plane positions of the cloud are connected by the parabolic relation z = c 2 t age − x2 2c tage , where t age is the age of the flare. For the intrinsically unpolarised primary source, the electric field vector of the reflected emission is perpendicular to the scattering (i.e. xz) plane and polarisation degree is set by the cosine of the scattering angle θ. For the linearly-polarised primary source, the intensity, polarisation angle and polarisation degree all depend on the angle φ between the electric field vector of the primary emission (shown in red) and the scattering plane. The inset shows definition of the Stokes parameters used throughout the paper and predicted polarisation plane orientations for the two illustrated cases. and cosine of the scattering angle θ (see Fig.1 ) is calculated as
For the flare duration ∆t ∼ 1 yr t age , the thickness of the gas layer contributing to the reflected emission for any
so one can neglect variations in the scattering geometry across this layer. Following Churazov et al. (2002) , let us now assume that the primary flare emission consists of an unpolarised component with intensity a 0 and a linearly-polarised one with intensity a. If the electric vector of the polarised component makes an angle φ with the y-axis, the amplitudes of the electric field in the picture plane are E y ∝ cos φ and E x ∝ µ sin φ (see Fig.1 ).
The Stokes vector S p (see e.g. Trippe 2014 , and inset in Fig. 1 for the definition) of the scattered light corresponding to the linearly polarised component is
where we dropped the circular polarisation component V. Accordingly, for the unpolarised component one has
as can be obtained by averaging out the previous expression over all possible electric field vector orientations. The resulting total Stokes vector of the mixture of the two scattered components equals
The observed degree of polarisation equals
where P 0 = a/(a+a 0 ) is the polarisation degree of the primary radiation (cf. eq.3 in Churazov et al. 2002) .
The polarisation plane is inclined by an angle
relative to the y-axis, where arctan 2 is the quadrantpreserving arc tangent function.
Combining this 'single-cloud' formalism with the scattering geometry set by the paraboloid relation Eq. 2, one can readily calculate the full picture plane pattern of the polarisation for the scattered emission. Explicit Cartesian formulae for calculating the such a pattern for linearly-polarised primary emission with arbitrary orientation of the electric field vector are presented in Appendix A.
In the case of unpolarised primary source, P 0 = 0, one has P s (µ, φ) = 1 − µ 2 1 + µ 2 and ψ = 0, i.e. the polarisation plane orientation is always perpendicular to the line connecting the source and the cloud (as shown in the top panel of Fig.  2 ). The phase function induces the intensity dependence of the scattered continuum in the form of I s ∝ (1 + µ 2 ).
For the linearly-polarised primary emission, P 0 = 1, and, as can be most easily seen from Eq.8, P s (µ, φ) = 1 everywhere as well. The pattern of the intensity in this case takes more complicated shape, I s ∝ (µ 2 sin 2 φ + cos 2 φ), due to intrinsic anisotropy of the linearly-polarised emission. This effect is most significant for the positions from which the primary source is viewed nearly along the direction of the electric field vector ì E. A simple situation when the electric field vector ì E is in the picture plane (i.e. inclined by i = 90 deg relative to the line-of-sight) is illustrated in the middle panel of Fig. 2 . Due to the presence of the specific direction (set by the projection of ì E) in this case, the polarisation pattern loses axial symmetry and acquires quadrupole-like shape (i.e. up-down vs. left-right asymmetry in this example). For the directions nearly perpendicular to the electric field vector, the polarisation pattern (including scattering intensity) stays very similar to the case of unpolarised primary source. However, it changes dramatically for the directions close to the ì E axis. This change involves both scattered intensity (as mentioned above) and polarisation plane orientation, with the latter tending to align with the ì E projection. Taking into account combination of these two effects, it is clear that perhaps the most promising directions for revealing presence of the linearly-polarised component in the primary emission would be those which are nearly aligned both with the primary source's direction and the projection of the ì E axis (i.e. points inside the R = R 0 = ct age (red circle) and close to the y-axis in Fig. 2) .
Somewhat more complicated pattern arises when the electric field vector is inclined by an arbitrary angle relative to the line-of-sight. Such a situation, with ì E inclined by i = 45 deg, is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 . In this case, the pattern bears not only quadrupole-like asymmetry, but also a dipole one due to non-orthogonality of the paraboloid axis and the symmetry axis of the primary emission. Here, as before, directions, which are nearly perpendicular to the projection of ì E on the picture plane, are not strongly affected. However, for the directions aligned with the projection of the ì E axis, the overall pattern is characterised by remarkable up-down asymmetry, both in the scattered intensity and polarisation plane orientation. Once again, the points inside R = R 0 = ct age circle (shown in red) offer the best opportunities to reveal such a pattern from the observational point of view.
Finally, we present an example when the polarisation pattern of the scattered emission is an even mixture of the unpolarised and linearly-polarised (with the electric field vector ì E inclined by i = 45 deg relative to the line-of-sight) components. Such a situation is shown in Fig. 3 , where the coordinate axes now correspond to the physical scales assuming t age = 120 yrs (i.e. R 0 = ct age = 37 pc, shown by the white circle). Colour-coded is the resulting polarisation degree, while the black bars demonstrate orientation of the polarisation plane. In contrast to the simple axis-symmetric picture expected for the unpolarised primary source, this picture shows high level of complexity both in terms of the polarisation degree variations and morphology of the polarisation plane orientations.
DISCUSSION
In the previous section we presented calculations that illustrate global polarisation patterns that arise when the emission of the X-ray flare contains a linearly-polarised component. The resulting patterns demonstrate substantial morphological complexity, in contrast to the case of the unpolarised primary emission.
Besides the change in the polarisation degree of the scattered emission, given by Eq.9 and already discussed by Churazov et al. 2002 , there is a very visual change in the orientation of the polarisation plane. This change is naturally connected with the preferred direction set by the projection of the electric field vector of the linearly-polarised primary emission on the picture plane (or, more accurately, on the surface of the reflecting paraboloid).
Presence of the linearly-polarised component in the primary emission modifies a simple prediction that the polarisation plane is always perpendicular to the line connecting the source and the reflecting cloud. Hence, one should be aware of this possibility when trying to reconstruct location of the primary source based on the polarisation plane orientations. Conversely, if the location of the primary source is confirmed, the data can be used to infer the intrinsic polarisation of the flare emission. The clouds located on the further side of the paraboloid (or, equivalently, inside the R = ct age circle) are best suited for probing the intrinsic polarisation of the flare's emission, since only very low polarisation is expected for them in the case of unpolarised primary source. Also, the polarisation plane orientation for these directions is very close to the projection of the electric field vector on the picture plane.
Another important impact of the polarised primary emission is the induced modulation of the scattered intensity. Contrary to the polarisation plane orientation, however, revealing such a feature should be much more complicated due to inhomogeneity of the scattering medium, which might have a certain systematic pattern as well (for instance following the Galactic plane). Still, certain symmetries inherent to the polarisation-induced modulation, in combination with the information on the polarisation plane orientation and the polarisation degree, could allow disentangling these effects, given sufficiently broad coverage of the directions in picture plane.
Intrinsic anisotropy of the primary emission, e.g. in the form of beaming, can also produce global modulation pattern of the scattered emission. In this case, however, one can use the equivalent width of the fluorescent lines as a discriminating probe. Indeed, intensity of the fluorescent line is virtually insensitive to the polarisation of the primary emission and geometry of the scattering (Sunyaev & Churazov 1998; Churazov et al. 2002) . Hence, combining the polarimetric measurements with the measurement of the iron fluorescent line's equivalent width could allow distinguishing intensity modulation caused by beaming of unpolarised source from the effect of linear polarisation of the primary emission. Substantial global variations of the fluorescent line's equivalent width might be considered as a possible indication of the polarised primary emission. Of course, there are other effects to be considered here, including variations in abundance of heavy elements, presence of unrelated background emission and possible contribution of the second scatterings (Sunyaev & Churazov 1998; Churazov et al. 2002; Molaro, Khatri & Sunyaev 2016; Churazov et al. 2017b; Khabibullin, et al. 2019) . In principle, one might take advantage of the temporal behaviour expected for the reflected X-ray emission -it should not change dramatically over the light-crossing time of the cloud, but almost fully disappear after the cloud is fully 'scanned'. An in-depth discussion of the concrete observational methodology for such studies is, however, well beyond the scope of this paper.
It is curious to consider the presented polarisation patterns in terms of the E-B-mode decomposition widely used for characterisation of the Cosmic Microwave Background polarisation in a statistical manner (e.g. Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins 1997; Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1997) . Indeed, the polarisation pattern corresponding to the unpolarised primary source can be classified as a (positive) Emode. As we show, this dominance of the E-mode in the global polarisation pattern of the scattered X-ray emission could be destroyed if the primary source was partially polarised. However, there might also be other conceivable reasons for the appearance of a B-mode-looking structures, e.g., the presence of several sources of primary (even unpolarised) emission, coupled with the non-homogeneities in the scattering medium or intrinsic anisotropy in the angular distribution (e.g. beaming) of the primary emission. Given the complicated mixture of factors affecting the spectra and polarisation properties of the reflected emission from the GC region, it is not obvious if the E-B decomposition could be efficiently applied here (see Zaldarriaga 2001 , for a relevant discussion).
An important difference and limitation of the X-ray reflection data arises from the fact that only the currently brightest (in scattered emission) molecular complexes might be accessible for the imaging polarimetry due to relatively low sensitivity and high level of contaminating background in the Galactic Centre region. As a result, only small patches of the patterns considered above will have a chance to be observed at a given moment. In order to illustrate prospects of the forthcoming imaging polarimeter mission I X PE (Weisskopf, et al. 2016), we combine an example of the predicted polarisation pattern with the map of the reflected X-ray emission inferred for the Sgr A molecular complex from the data of Chandra observatory (see Churazov et al. 2017a , for details). The reflected X-ray emission from this complex is currently the brightest one across the CMZ 2 and, under the standard assumptions, polarisation signal from it is expected to be detected with high ( 10σ) significance after a 1Ms exposure with I X PE. In Fig. 4 we show that the sizes of I X PE's field-of-view (12.9 arcmin square) and the molecular complex itself could in principle allow distinguishing the polarisation pattern arising from the linearly-polarised primary from source (black bars) and from the unpolarised one (white bars), albeit the assumed 100% linear polarisation and favourable orientation of its electric field vector are clearly an overly extreme.
Finally, we comment on the implications that measurements of polarisation of the primary flare emission might have on revealing their physical origin. Clearly, it will be crucial to compare the inferred polarisation properties with those measured (with ever-improving quality) for the much more frequent and orders of magnitude fainter NIR and Xray flares (e.g. Genzel, Eisenhauer & Gillessen 2010, for a review). It has been proposed that the historical flares might represent an extreme end of the same population, i.e. they might share the same underlying physical mechanism (Witzel, et al. 2012; Neilsen, et al. 2013; Ponti, et al. 2015; Churazov et al. 2017b) . In that case, comparing polarisation properties will allow checking predictions for the models invoking stochastic changes in the (low) mass accretion rate (e.g. Quataert & Gruzinov 2000) . On the other hand, the historical flares might be caused by completely unrelated events, leading to episodes of radiatively efficient accretion (e.g. Cuadra, Nayakshin & Martins 2008; Zubovas, Nayakshin, & Markoff 2012; Sacchi & Lodato 2019) . In such situation, the polarisation of the primary emission also might arise, resulting from relativistic effects and Comptonisation of the disk emission (Connors, Piran & Stark 1980; Sunyaev & Titarchuk 1985) . Finally, the flare emission might be connected to (beamed) radiation of a relativistic jet (e.g. Falcke & Markoff 2000) . All these models have their distinct signatures (which could also be intimately connected with the spin of Sgr A*, e.g. Dovčiak, et al. 2008) , and some of them might be tested against the forthcoming polarimetric data. Various models predict a certain level of both anisotropy and polarisation of the primary emission. The X-ray echoes could in principle allow reconstructing the full 3D dependence of the primary emission's intensity and polarisation. The simple framework presented here offers a minimal extension of the basic model, which can be exploited for constructing more sophisticated physically-motivated models (see e.g. Gilfanov, Sunyaev & Churazov 1987 , for a consideration of scattering of polarised and anisotropic radiation in application to time-variable radio sources in clusters of galaxies).
Throughout the paper we assumed that Sgr A* was indeed the source of the primary emission. The possibility that the flare originated from some other (transient) source in the Galactic Centre region cannot be entirely excluded yet. All properties of the reflected emission, including polarisation, are virtually identical if the primary source is located within ∼ a few pc of Sgr A* (as e.g. is the magnetar SGR J1745-29, see Rea, et al. 2013) , making this case indistinguishable from the basic one (provided that rather severe constraints on the luminosity and fluence are satisfied). For other locations, the expected polarisation pattern can be obtained from the presented patterns by displacement of their centre from Sgr A* to the actual position of the source and adjustment of the flare's parameters (primarily, the age). For the case of unpolarised primary emission, the accuracy of the primary source's position determination from the polarisation plane orientation has been discussed before (in Figure 4 . An illustration of the polarisation pattern of the reflected continuum in the case of the linearly-polarised primary source (black bars) and the unpolarised one (white bars), based on the map of the reflected X-ray emission in the region of the Sgr A molecular complex provided by Chandr a. Field-of-view of the forthcoming imaging X-ray polarimeter I X PE is depicted as the black 12.9'x12.9' square. The position of Sgr A* and projection of the electric field vector (arbitrarily selected with inclination 45 deg relative to the line-of-sight) are shown. The age of the flare t age = 120 yrs, the black solid line is part of the R = ct age ≈ 37 pc circle.
application to the forthcoming X-ray polarimeters Marin, et al. 2015; Churazov et al. 2017b ). The complex picture arising in the case of the polarised primary source implies that a more intricate analysis involving spectroscopic and polarisation measurements for several molecular complexes will be required. Using the inherent symmetries of the predicted patterns (akin E-B mode decomposition) might turn out to be useful in this case.
CONCLUSIONS
One of the major objectives of the forthcoming imaging polarimeter missions will be the detection of the polarised emission induced by scattering of the putative X-ray flare(s) from Sgr A* on molecular clouds. Once such polarised emission is found, the role of Sgr A* as a primary source can be confirmed and the estimates of the age of the flare will be improved (or the presence of several flares separated by tens or hundreds of years will be revealed). The above consideration is largely based on the assumption that the primary emission is unpolarised. In this study, we have developed a simple framework for calculation of the intensity/polarisation spatial patterns for the case when the flare emission is polarised itself.
We show that the resulting patterns demonstrate substantial morphological complexity, in contrast to the case of the unpolarised primary emission. It includes nonaxisymmetric variations in the intensity, polarisation degree and polarisation plane orientation, which in this case is not necessarily perpendicular to the line connecting the primary source and the reflecting cloud. Positions corresponding to the further side of the reflecting paraboloid, i.e. projected inside the characteristic radius R = ct age offer the best opportunities to reveal intrinsic polarisation of the flare's emission.
We notice the possibility of combining the polarimetric data with the spectroscopic measurements of equivalent width of the fluorescent lines in order to probe possible anisotropy of the flare's emission. Application of the outlined approaches to the real data might become feasible already with the forthcoming imaging X-ray polarimeters (e.g. I X PE) and is only limited by the presence/absence of dense enough clouds around Sgr A*. The inferred polarisation (and possibly beaming) properties of the historical flares will help in clarifying their physical origin and putting them in the general context of Sgr A* accretion flow phenomenology.
